Educators of life and wellness skills
The Essentialists interactive workshops are
designed to make an immediate impact, to engage,
educate and empower. Delivering essential health
and life skills globally for small and large teams.
Today’s workplaces are fuelled by

STRESS • SLEEP DEPRIVATION • BURNOUT
The Essential culture of care piece for your company

It is vital that executives make a visible, long-term commitment
to improving the education of essential and fundamental skills
that support and upskill staff to thrive both personally and
professionally.

The Essentialists workshops fast track a new attitude to wellness,
to embrace simplification of life and strip away all the unnecessary
clutter, distractions and stress that stop us from living our best lives.

OUR CLIENTS

WORKSHOPS

"It is essential to hardwire habits that support us in life.”

MASTERCLASS OF WELLNESS

CHAOS TO CALM

This masterclass is suitable for small and large groups at all professional levels.

This advanced masterclass is suitable for small and large groups at all professional
levels.

An essential skills-based masterclass for optimum mental health
and wellbeing.

This is an interactive skills-based workshop to support optimum mental health
and wellbeing. It is ideal for time poor professionals looking to increase their
productivity, leadership and work/life blend. Participants will learn how to surpass
their own limitations to achieve their goals and take control of their lives. The
Masterclass of Wellness is designed to create real results that take your people and
organization to all-new levels of health, wellness, productivity and success.

An essential skills-based masterclass for calm confident leadership and
optimal self care.

TOPICS

Connect with your ultimate purpose and ignite your passion and confidence to
achieve the ultimate vision of your life, career, finances, health and relationships.
Learn how to move from chaos to calm and create a culture where people feel safe
to innovate & challenge. Harness the core leadership skills to grow engagement,
build confidence, and unleash the full potential in yourself and your team. Success,
world-class health, internal fulfillment and sustained happiness don’t just happen.

• The science of breath

• Confident decision making

• The essentials of mindfulness
• Understanding the stress response

• Cementing core values that drive behavior

• Stress management and resilience training
• Goal setting for the year ahead

• Foundation of wellness – eat, move, sleep, nourish
• The business case for self care

• Personal and professional vision

• Experience three x one minute meditations

“The essential foundation skills for all staff.”

TOPICS

• Activating strengths for success

• Boundaries for calm confidence
• Breathing for cellular change
• Hardwiring habits

• Protecting the asset - YOU

• Vision creation for leadership

• Time management and self care
• Coping skills and prioritisation

• Being productive in life & business

"Essential leadership skills based on health and wellbeing skill sets.”

TAILORED WORKSHOPS MADE TO ORDER

Shannah Kennedy and Lyndall Mitchell will consult and collaborate with you to
build the program to your exact specifications.

THE BOOK
Chaos to Calm is perfect takeaway workbook for
the audience to further embrace and embed the key
Essentialists’messages. This bestseller is packed with
advice, tools and exercises to reconnect with the essential
self, improve goal setting and achieve true potential,
Chaos to Calm will enable you to thrive and live each day
with confidence, build wellness skills, and continue on
this journey to change, grow, evolve and flourish in life.

“This is the perfect handbook for every leader.”
Sportsgirl CEO, Colleen Callander
‘Essential. This book gives you the tools you need.’
Founder & Editor in Chief at Collective Hub,
Lisa Messenger
‘Practical guidance on life and wellness skills which
are so important to building confidence and reaching
our full potential.’
Deloitte CEO Cindy Hook
CEO Deloitte Australia
‘People managers need life skills so they can
successfully mentor and motivate others to take charge
of their lives. This is the perfect handbook for every
leader.’
Colleen Callander, CEO, Sportsgirl
‘Lyndall and Shannah’s expertise in the science of
living well is renowned. A personal uprising: that is
what Chaos to Calm offers us.’
Dr James Rouse

Essential handbook of skills
for participants

WHO ARE THE
ESSENTIALISTS?

SHANNAH KENNEDY
Shannah Kennedy is a qualified and accredited life strategist, sought after business
advisor, keynote speaker, facilitator and best-selling author of Simplify Structure
Succeed and The Life Plan. She has more than 10 years’experience working in senior
strategic sports marketing roles working on major events and projects with leading
sports brands, Olympians and other elite athletes. She saw first hand case after case of
corporate/high performance burn out and she herself succumbed to Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome. After this experience, Shannah established a new coaching business
pioneering the application of wellness principles, working with a range of senior
executives, elite athletes, entrepreneurs, organisations, teams and individuals wanting
to find real balance and purpose in work and life. Shannah’s coaching process and
insights challenge conventional values around what it means to be successful, what
drives sustained high performance and find true balance. Shannah lives by the ethos:
“Stop being a passenger in life, jump into the driver’s seat and take control with
calm confidence.”

LYNDALL MITCHELL
Lyndall is an author, wellness entrepreneur, qualified and accredited coach, corporate
speaker and founder of award-winning Aurora Spa Group. Lyndall brings to her work the
“hard yards”of running a thriving business with more than 100 staff, the knowledge
gained from creating successful consumer brands and she is recognised as a true
wellness trailblazer in Australia for her work at Aurora and previously at Camp Eden
where she created individual programs for some of the country’s most stressed out
executives. Lyndall has a powerful combination of hands-on business experience
and more than two decades working one-on-one and in groups with overworked,
overwhelmed and overscheduled people from all walks of life. Lyndall’s clients include
major corporates, start-ups, freelancer professionals, busy mums and other people
looking to identify and achieve their vision of success. She offers individual coaching,
masterclasses, workshop facilitation and keynotes. Her first book, Chaos to Calm, cowritten with Shannah Kennedy, will be published by Penguin Books in 2017.

“The Essentialist way isn’t about getting more things done, it’s about getting the right things done.”

WHY THE
ESSENTIALISTS
Together and as individuals, Shannah and
Lyndall are acknowledged as Australia’s
leaders in life and wellness education.
Dubbed the“Thelma and Louise of
wellness”,between them they have more
than three decades of presenting and
executive coaching experience across
public and corporate sectors globally.
Shannah and Lyndall work with a diverse
range of clients including Macquarie Bank,
Deloitte, CBA, QBE, Mercedes, Seek, The
Body Shop, Kikki K, AFL, NAB and many
other ASX-listed companies. They also work
with Olympians, other elite athletes and
busy people from all walks of life. They
are committed to educate, engage and
empower through their unique wellness
programs and life coaching; challenging
their clients to question the pursuit of
“success”at all costs.

“We work to give you the
skills and knowledge to
transform the way you live
and work, to eliminate the
distractions and drainers and
understand the value of self
care. We get back to the most
powerful essential skills for
your best performance.”
Shannah and Lyndall

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
“I was truly blown away with your presentation. I found you both to be such
beautiful, inspirational and very real women with incredible knowledge.
What a stellar collaboration.”
NAB Advisor, Participant,

“It is a culture piece for us and the results are measurable in terms of staff
happiness, reduction in absenteeism and an increase in loyalty to our brand. They
are an amazing, dynamic and truly engaging duo.”
Sussan Group, CEO, Rebecca Hard

“Shannah and Lyndall ran a perfect session using a very thoughtful combination
of storytelling, life experience, humour and practical examples to demonstrate how
our people can achieve more balance in their working and professional lives. This
session brought, our entire sales group together to focus on the teams mindfulness,
wellness and mental health. It is a must-do for any business wanting the absolute
best for their teams.”
SEEK, Director of Sales and Service,Matt Sallman

“The ultimate recipe to help you to find the courage to be the most important
person in your life and guide you towards great acceptance and happiness.”
Balance by Deborah Hutton, Founder, Deborah Hutton

“I think mental health in the workplace is absolutely critical to business success
and yet so readily ignored or overlooked. In particular I will recommend you to our
talent program for future leaders.”
NAB Wealth, Head of Management Assurance, Retail Wealth Products

CONTACT
info@theessentialists.com.au
Shannah Kennedy
+61 404 803 449

Lyndall Mitchell

+61 412 211 882

